
420FLY

The Galeon 420 Fly offers one 

of the most spacious and well-

-designed interiors in its class.

The stunning exterior follows the latest design 

trends and will suit the tastes of both sport 

enthusiasts and more conservative clients. 

The exceptional flybridge comes fitted with a 

functional galley complete with a fridge and 

grill, a sizable sundeck and a rest and dining 

area for eight people.

Take full advantage of the extended stern 

platform, that will handle most personal wa-

tercrafts for all your water based activities. 

Highly customizable interiors with a choice of 

quality fabrics and fittings are sure to suit all 

tastes and requirements. Select from a variety 

of engines and propulsion systems including 

the IPS, shaft and sterndrives to create your 

perfect combination and achieve the craft’s 

full potential. 

With the Galeon 420 Fly, find the space, sty-

le and sophistication you would expect from 

your next luxury yacht.

The cockpit is separated from the saloon by 

the neatly folding doors allowing for a vast 

open area on the main deck in a matter of se-

conds. 

Guests can enjoy a bright and functional in-

terior complete with a dining and rest areas 

as well as fully equipped galley, which can be 

moved down below for even more space in 

the saloon. 

Below deck, three cabins with ample head 

room await the passengers. Two bathrooms, 

complete with showers ensure the comfort 

and privacy of all overnight guests.



420 Fly
The top helm station has all the controls handyGlass doors will protect the main deck from the elements

A sizable flybridge is a staple of the 420 Fly

The main deck configuration with the galley moved 
back and the settee next to the helm



420 Fly
One of two bathrooms down belowA third, owner’s cabin is located forward

Two guest cabinsA fully functional galley

Perfect visibility from the helm. The extra seats 
are useful during longer cruises.



420FLY THE NEXT
GENERATION
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Owner’s cabin and bathroomThe galley can be moved forward on the main deck

Helm station with all the controlsThe saloon dinette can extend all the way to the cockpit

L A Y O U T S T E C H N I C A L  S P E C I F I C A T I O N

Length of the hull

Length overall

Beam of the hull

Beam overall

Draft max. (canoe body)

Fuel tank capacity

Water tank capacity

Mass of Light Craft Condition

Maximum Load

Min. engine (-s) power

Max. engine (-s) power

Crew limit

Category

*sterndrive **shafts


